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How does it feel when you
get hurt? When you see

other people get hurt? Do
you think it was scary for
the Egyptians to see the

water turn to blood?

The frogs were
everywhere. How would it

feel to have no escape,
no rest, nowhere to be

with your family and feel
safe ?

Can you imagine lice taking
over all the people and

animals? They may have
been so tiny you could not

see them easily but you
could feel what they do--the

constant itching and
swelling. Lice could get in
your nose and ears and if
they got in your eyes they
could cause injury. What

would it feel like to be
constantly itching? 

How would you feel if your
town was overrun by wild

beasts? What would you do
if you didn’t feel safe

anywhere?
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If you depended
on cows for food

and milk and then
then they all got

sick and died, how
would you feel? 

Boils are large painful oozing
pustules. Imagine having

boils all over your body, face
and the bottoms of your

feet. Would you be able to
walk and move? How would
you go about your day if you

were in so much pain and
can’t move?

What would happen if a
horrible hail storm
struck down all the

crops? Would you feel
scared of the storm?

How would you get food
after the storm passed?

If you saw a massive
swarm of locusts, so many
that they blotted out the
sky, how would you feel?

What about when they ate
all of the trees that were

still standing?
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Have you ever been in
darkness so total you can’t

see anything, even after
your eyes adjust to being in
the dark? How would you

move? How would you
make food and tend to

yourself and others?

We know how sad it is
when a person dies. How

do you think the Egyptians
felt when their children

died?


